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Executive Overview
The energy required to power and cool computers can be a significant cost to a business – reducing
profit margins and consuming resources. In addition, the cost of creating power and cooling
infrastructure can be prohibitive to business growth. In response to these challenges, IBM developed
EnergyScaleTM Technology for IBM Power systems. EnergyScale provides functions that help the user
to understand and control IBM server power and cooling usage. This enables better facility planning,
provides energy and cost savings, enables peak energy usage control, and increases system availability.
Administrators may leverage EnergyScale capabilities to control the power consumption and
performance of POWER processor-based systems to meet their particular data center needs.
In this paper, the functions provided by EnergyScale are described along with usage examples, and
hardware and software requirements. All POWER6 and POWER7 processor-based systems support
some, if not all, EnergyScale features. All systems support IBM Systems Director Active Energy
Manager, which is a comprehensive energy management tool that monitors and controls IBM Power
servers. Support and awareness of EnergyScale extends throughout the system software stack, and is
included in the AIX, IBM i, and Linux operating systems. This paper focuses on features and functions
found in systems based on POWER7 processors. For previous-generation IBM Power systems, please
refer to a companion paper, “IBM EnergyScale for POWER6 Processor-based Systems.”
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EnergyScale Features
EnergyScale provides many features to measure, monitor, and control both the power consumption and
energy efficiency of POWER7 Systems. At this time, all functions are supported across the POWER7
family of systems, unless explicitly mentioned.
Function

Requires
AEM?

Summary

Power Trending

Y

Collects and reports power consumption information for a server

Thermal Reporting

Y

Collects and reports inlet and exhaust temperatures (where applicable)

Static Power Saver

N

Provides predictable performance with power savings by reducing CPU
frequency a fixed amount.

Dynamic Power Saver

N1

Allows a system to implement algorithms to adjust the processor core
frequency to favor system performance (saving power where applicable) or
to balance power and performance. Core frequency may exceed 100% at
times.

Dynamic Power Saver
Tunable Parameters

N

Allows the behavior in Dynamic Power Saver mode to be modified for
specific system or workload needs

Idle Power Saver

N

Reduced energy consumption when system is considered idle

Power Capping

Y

Enforces a user-specified power budget on a system

Energy-Optimized Fans

N

System fans respond dynamically to temperatures of system components

Processor Core Nap

N

Enables low-power modes in POWER7 when cores are unused

Processor Folding

N

Dynamically re-allocates which processor cores execute a task to optimize
energy efficiency of the entire system

Processor Sleep

N

Enables lower power modes in POWER7 when cores are unused due to
processor folding

Processor Winkle

N

Enables lower power modes in POWER7 when cores are unused because
they are unlicensed

EnergyScale for I/O

N

Powers on I/O slots only when needed

Server Power Down

Y

Provides information necessary to dynamically migrate workloads off of a
lightly-utilized system, allowing the entire system to be powered off.

Partition Power
Management

Y

Provides power savings settings for certain partitions and the system
processor pool. Not available on IBM PS70x Blades.

Table 1: On POWER7 systems, EnergyScale provides many features out-of-the-box. More advanced functionality requires
Active Energy Manager and IBM Director.

Power Trending
EnergyScale provides continuous collection of real-time server power consumption. This power usage
data may be displayed or exported by IBM Systems Director Active Energy Manager. Administrators
may use this information to predict data center power consumption at various times of the day, week,
or month. In addition, data may be aggregated to identify anomalies, manage electrical loads, and
1AEM is required prior to platform firmware EM740
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enforce system-level power budgets. Please refer to the Power Capping Example section below to
learn how power trending data may be used to set a power budget, also referred to as a power cap.
Please note that collection of power data on certain previous-generation IBM systems requires that an
Intelligent Power Distribution Unit (PDU) provide power to the computer. For more information, refer
to the PDU section of the POWER6 edition of this paper. All POWER7 processor systems collect data
internally via built-in power meters, and do not require additional hardware.

Thermal Reporting
A measured ambient temperature and a calculated exhaust heat index temperature can be displayed
from Active Energy Manager. Please note that the ambient temperature reported may vary from
system model to system model due to variations in the placement of the ambient temperature sensor in
the system. This information can help identify data center “hot-spots” that need attention.

Static Power Saver Mode
Static Power Saver lowers the processor frequency and voltage a fixed amount, reducing the power
consumption of the system while still delivering predictable performance. This percentage is
predetermined to be within a safe operating limit and is not user-configurable. In addition, some
EnergyScale-ready operating systems automatically enable processor folding in dedicated processor
partitions when Static Power Saver mode is enabled. See Appendix I for details on the actual
percentage the frequency is lowered and estimated processor power saved by system and firmware
release.
Active Energy Manager is the recommended user interface to enable/disable Power Saver mode.
Power Saver could be enabled based on regular variations in workloads, such as predictable dips in
utilization over night, or over weekends. Power Saver can be used to reduce peak energy consumption,
which can lower the cost of all power used. Please note that when Power Saver is enabled for certain
workloads with low CPU utilization, workload performance will not be impacted, though CPU
utilization may increase due to the reduced processor frequency. Please see the Performance Analysis
appendix for information on workload performance impacts in various power management modes.
The only time that a system does not support operating at the Power Saver voltage and frequency is
during a system boot or re-boot. Power Saver may be enabled at any time; however, if Power Saver
was enabled prior to a system boot the voltage and frequency will remain at the default nominal values
until the platform firmware reaches a standby or running state. Immediately before the platform
firmware starts executing on the system's processors, the voltage and frequency will drop to the power
saver mode values. If a system re-boot occurs while in Power Saver mode, the voltage and frequency
will first be raised back to nominal values, and following a successful system re-boot the voltage and
frequency will be dropped back to power saver mode. The power saver mode setting persists across
system boots, service processor resets and loss of ac power (unless the power outage is long enough to
drain the NVRAM battery).
Note that some older versions of the operating systems may not report the correct information about
utilization and accounting if the server is placed into Power Saver mode; see Minimum Supported
Operating Systems in Appendix I for details.
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Dynamic Power Saver Mode
Dynamic Power Saver varies processor frequency and voltage based on the utilization of the system's
POWER7 processors. The user must configure this setting from Active Energy Manager or ASM with
platform firmware EM740 or later. Processor frequency and utilization are inversely proportional for
most workloads, which says that as the frequency of a processor increases, its utilization decreases,
given a constant workload. Dynamic Power Saver takes advantage of this relationship to detect
opportunities to save power, based on measured real-time system utilization.
Dynamic Power Saver may favor system performance or system power savings, and must be configured
from Active Energy Manager. When Dynamic Power Saver is enabled in either mode, system
firmware continuously monitors the performance and utilization of each of the computer's POWER7
processor cores. Based on this utilization and performance data, the firmware dynamically adjusts the
processor frequency and voltage, reacting in milliseconds to adjust workload performance and also
deliver power savings when the system is under-utilized. Please note that while Dynamic Power Saver
Mode is available on all POWER7 processor-based systems, specific frequency limits may vary based
on system type and configuration.
Refer to Appendix I for details about how Dynamic Power Savings affects processor frequency on each
supported platform. Dynamic Power Saver mode is mutually exclusive with Static Power Saver mode.
Only one of these modes may be enabled at a time.
Differences in Dynamic Power Saver from POWER6 to POWER7

Dynamic Power Saver differs from POWER6 to POWER7 systems. The behavior of EnergyScale in
this mode is summarized in the table below.
In POWER6 systems, maximum frequencies varied based on whether “Favor Power” or “Favor
Performance” is selected in Active Energy Manager. “Favor Power” guaranteed power savings by
limiting the maximum frequency of the system under peak utilization, while “Favor Performance”
allowed a higher frequency range. In both cases, firmware increased processor frequency only under
high utilization.
In POWER7 systems running system firmware EM710, EnergyScale Dynamic Power Saver maintains
compatibility with POWER6 implementations. In POWER7 systems running EM711 system firmware
or later, Dynamic Power Saver has been enhanced such that the full frequency range is available to a
system (including frequencies in excess of 100% where applicable) regardless of whether “power” or
“performance” is selected in Active Energy Manager.
Instead of controlling frequency ranges, POWER7 EnergyScale with EM711 firmware or newer selects
from various power and performance control algorithms depending on the selected mode. In “Dynamic
Power Saver, Favor Power” mode, system firmware will balance performance and power consumption,
only increasing processor core frequency when the system is heavily utilized. In “Dynamic Power
Saver, Favor Performance” mode, system firmware will default to the maximum processor core
frequency allowed for a given system's environment and configuration, and reduce frequency only
when a system is very lightly utilized or idle.
Note that on multi-node systems such as the Power 770 or 780, each node's processor frequency is
controlled independently. Across an entire system, processor core frequency will be maintained within
a 10% envelope.
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Product
Family
POWER6

POWER7

DPS Mode

Frequency
Range

System Behavior

Favor Power

Limited

System increases frequency only under heavy utilization

Favor Performance

Full

System increases frequency only under heavy utilization

Favor Power

Full

System increases frequency only under heavy utilization

Favor Performance

Full

System defaults to maximum allowed processor frequency,
and only decreases frequency when processors are lightly
utilized or idle.

Table 2: Summary of Dynamic Power Saver Mode Differences Between POWER6 and POWER7

Power Management's Effect on System Performance

All power management modes can affect some aspects of performance. This is dependent on system
configuration and how performance is measured.
The following issues must be considered before turning on any power management mode or feature:
1. Systems running at low utilization (and consequently, low frequency) may maintain processor
throughput. However, response time to a particular task may be affected. Also, reaction time to
an incoming workload may be affected.
2. Any system set-up that limits the amount of processing allowed, such as running with capped
partitions, can cause the frequency to be reduced. Even though a partition may be running at
100% of its entitled capacity, the system as a whole may not be heavily utilized.
3. Using virtual shared processor pools also may limit the overall system utilization and cause
lower processor frequencies to be set.
4. Some external workload managers also have the effect of limiting system processing by
adjusting workloads to a point where frequency will be lowered.
5. Since the processor frequency will be variable, performance monitoring tools may be affected.
As shown in Illustration 1 and Illustration 2 below from a representative POWER7 system, enabling
the various power savings modes may directly affect power consumption as a workload varies. For
example, “Dynamic Power Saver, Favor Performance” mode may deliver higher workload throughput
than either of the other modes at the expense of system power consumption. At less than peak
utilization, “Dynamic Power Saver, Favor Power” mode will deliver power savings, and may still
delivering adequate workload throughput. It is important to note that trade-offs must be made between
energy consumption, workload response times, and throughput. For additional details on such issues,
refer to a companion white paper, “EnergyScale Performance Characteristics for IBM Power Systems.”
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Illustration 1: System energy consumption trends with both system load level and average
processor frequency.
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Illustration 2: In Nominal and Static Power Save (SPS) modes, EnergyScale maintains a fixed
processor frequency. In Dynamic Power Save, Favor Performance mode, EnergyScale raises the
frequency to the maximum-allowed value unless the system is idle. In Dynamic Power Save,
Favor Power, EnergyScale dynamically balances frequency, throughput, and energy
consumption to optimize performance per watt.
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Dynamic Power Saver Tunable Parameters
The tunable parameters can be used to modify the system behavior while dynamic power saver is
enabled. This may be useful to properly balance the performance required with the energy savings
desired. These parameters should not be changed unless the user is working directly with an IBM
representative or has the proper level of expertise in the effects of these parameter changes. While the
parameters will be shown in this paper, no attempt will be made to explain in detail the system energy
saving or performance that will result from the parameter modification.

Idle Power Saver
This mode reduces the energy usage to a low level when the system is determined to be idle. The
voltage/frequency of the processor is reduced to the minimum, processor folding is enabled, and
processor sleep is utilized on processors that are idle. This mode, which is enabled/disabled
independently from all other modes and functions, can be enabled/disabled via ASMI. Additionally,
the utilization levels that determine idleness and the time delays for entry/exit can also be modified
from ASMI. See the ASMI section for more details. See Appendix I for system support details such as
which systems support this mode and which systems have it enabled by default.

Power Capping
Power Capping enforces a user-specified limit on power consumption. The user must set and enable a
power cap from the Active Energy Manager user interface. In most data centers and other installations,
when a server is installed, a certain amount of power is allocated to it. Generally, the amount is what is
considered to be a “safe” value, and it typically has a large margin of reserved, extra power that is
never used. This is called the margined power. The main purpose of the power cap is not to save
power but rather to give a data center operator the capability to reallocate power from existing systems
to new systems by reducing the margin assigned to the existing servers. That is, power capping gives
an operator the capability to add extra servers to a data center which previously had all available power
allocated to its existing systems. It does this by guaranteeing that a system will not use more power
than assigned to it by the operator.
Previously, the data center administrator had to plan for the power consumption of the data center
based on the Underwriters' Laboratories (UL) rating on the back of the servers being installed. The UL
rating (commonly referred to as “label power”) on today's servers indicates the most power that a
system could ever draw and is based on the capacity of the power supplies. It has to take into account a
fully-configured system with the highest power-usage parts installed at the highest possible utilization.

“Soft” Power Capping
There are two power ranges into which the power cap may be set. When a power cap is set in the
guaranteed range (described above), the system is guaranteed to use less power than the cap setting. In
order to meet this guarantee, extreme system configuration and environmental conditions must be
accounted for. Setting a power cap in this region allows for the recovery of the margined power, but in
many cases cannot be used to save power. Soft power capping extends the allowed power capping
range further, beyond a region that can be guaranteed in all configurations and conditions. By setting a
power cap in this soft region, the system can be set save power by running at a lower
power/performance point. If the power management goal is to meet a particular power consumption
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limit, then soft power capping is the mechanism to use. The performance impacts of a particular power
cap setting can be determined using the power and CPU speed information available in Active Energy
Manager.
Error Handling for Power Capping

Certain failures can cause the system firmware to enter a “safe mode.” All power and thermal trending
data will no longer be reported to Active Energy Manager, which will cause Active Energy Manager to
generate an error message. There will always be an error log entry generated when safe mode is
entered. When this mode is entered and a power cap is set, the firmware will drop the system to a safe
low power mode to guarantee that the power cap set by the client is still held.
Note that the failure to enforce a “soft” power cap below the minimum guaranteed range is not an error,
and will not result in the system firmware entering “safe mode.” The system will continue to operate
normally with all EnergyScale features at the minimum-supported frequency until the soft power cap is
disabled or raised.
To re-enable full EnergyScale functionality, a firmware update, FRU replacement, or complete A/C
power cycle of the system must be completed. If the problem which originally caused the system to
enter safe mode is still present, the system will re-enter safe mode and generate an additional error log
entry.
Power Capping Example

An installation2 has twelve JS22 servers. The UL rating on a JS22 server is ~402w (dc). Based on that
value, the data center manager has budgeted ~4.8KW (dc) of power in the data center. The system
operators connect Active Energy Manager to the twelve JS22s, and notice that the systems are actually
only consuming a maximum of 308W (dc) of power while running their normal workloads. The
firmware, based on configuration, allows a minimal power cap of 368W (dc). Based on the trending
the operators have seen, they are confident in setting a power cap at the minimum of 368W (dc). The
operator sets the power cap of each of the twelve systems to 368W (dc), and the data center manager is
now guaranteed that the average power over time for each system will never exceed 368W (dc). This
frees up ~408W(dc) power within the data center as indicated below.
(402W(dc) – 368W(dc)) * 12 = 408W(dc)
The data center manager can now add a thirteenth JS22 if needed.

Energy-Optimized Fan Control
Cooling fans contribute significantly to the overall power consumption of a given computer. In order to
minimize energy expended on cooling and to minimize the energy wasted “over-cooling” a system,
firmware on all POWER7 systems will adjust fan speed in response to real-time temperatures of the
system components. Note that in comparison to previous-generation systems, exhaust temperatures
may increase, however all components will still be within allowed RAS temperature envelopes. This is
a natural product of the optimization of fan speed, component temperature, and fan power
consumption.

2 It is expected that all electrical installation guides are followed.
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Processor Core Nap
IBM POWER processors uses a low-power mode called Nap that stops processor execution when there
is no work to do on a particular processor core. The latency of exiting Nap falls within a partition
dispatch (context switch) such that the hypervisor firmware can use it as a general purpose idle state.
When the Operating System detects that a processor thread is idle, it yields control of a hardware thread
to the hypervisor. The hypervisor immediately puts the thread into Nap. If the processor core is in a
shared processor pool (the set of cores being used for micro-partition dispatching) and there is no
micro-partition to dispatch, the hypervisor puts the thread into Nap mode. When all hardware threads
running on a given processor core enter Nap mode, the whole core enters Nap mode, which allows the
hardware to clock off most of the circuits inside the processor core. Reducing active power
consumption by turning off the clocks allows the temperature to fall, which further reduces leakage
(static) power of the circuits resulting in a cumulative effect. On some systems, unlicensed cores are
kept in nap mode until they are licensed, and return to nap mode when they are unlicensed again.

Processor Folding
While Processor Core Nap provides substantial energy savings when processors become idle,
additional savings can be realized if processors remain idle by intent rather than by happenstance.
Processor Folding is a consolidation technique that dynamically adjusts, over the short-term, the
number of processors available for dispatch to match the number of processors demanded by the
workload. As the workload increases, the number of processors made available increases; as the
workload decreases, the number of processors made available decreases. Processor Folding increases
energy savings during periods of low to moderate workload because unavailable processors remain in
low-power idle states longer than they otherwise would. Since the idle condition is intentional, the
hypervisor is also advised to exploit special purpose idle states available on some POWER7 systems
that can reduce power consumption even further than with Nap mode alone, but without the stringent
latency requirement. Processor Folding achieves power savings similar to those that could be achieved
by intelligent, utilization-based logical partition (LPAR) configuration changes, but it does so with
much greater efficiency and fidelity, and without impacting the configuration or processor utilization of
the LPAR.
Some EnergyScale-ready Operating Systems automatically enable Processor Folding in dedicated
processor LPARs when Static Power Saver mode is enabled. Additionally, when a system enters Idle
Power Saver mode, the operating system is told that Static Power Saver mode is enabled. This then
enables processor folding and allows deeper processor idle power states to be entered. See Appendix I
for minimum Firmware and Operating System requirements.

Processor Core Sleep
When processor cores are idle due to Processor Folding, the cores may enter a deeper idle state called
processor sleep. This state has a higher exit latency than Processor Core Nap, but also reduces further
the core energy consumption.

Processor Core Winkle
When processor cores are unlicensed, they may be put into Processor Core Winkle. This state has a
higher exit latency than Processor Core Sleep, but also reduces further the core energy consumption.
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EnergyScale for I/O
IBM Power Systems automatically power off pluggable PCI adapter slots that are not being used to
save approximately 14 watts per slot. A PCI adapter slot is considered not being used when the slot is
empty, when the slot is not assigned to a partition, or when the partition to which the slot is assigned is
not powered on. A PCI slot is powered off immediately by system firmware when it is dynamically
removed from the partition to which it was assigned, and when the partition to which it is assigned is
powered off. Furthermore, system firmware automatically scans all pluggable PCI slots at regular
intervals looking for those that meet the criteria for being not in use and powers them off. This ensures
among other things that slots left on after platform power-on are subsequently powered off if they are
not in use. This is supported on all POWER6 and POWER7 processor-based systems, and the
expansion units that they support. Note that it applies to hot-pluggable PCI slots only. Power controls
for other types of I/O features and built-in, or embedded, PCI adapters are not available and so they
cannot be powered off independently from their enclosure power.

Server Power Down
If overall data center processor utilization is low, workloads can be consolidated on a smaller number
of servers so that some servers can be turned off completely. It makes sense to do this when there will
be long periods of low utilization, such as weekends. AEM provides information, such as the power
that will be saved and the time it will take to bring a server back online, that can be used to help make
the decision to consolidate and power off. As with many of the features available in IBM Systems
Director and Active Energy Manager, this function is scriptable and may be automated.

Partition Power Management
Available with Active Energy Manager 4.3.1 or newer, and POWER7 systems with EM730 firmware
or newer, is the capability to set a power savings mode for partitions or the system processor pool. As
with the system-level power savings modes, the per-partition power savings modes can be used to
achieve a balance between the power consumption and the performance of a partition. Only partitions
that have dedicated processing units can have a unique power savings setting. Partitions that run in
shared processing mode will have a common power savings setting, which is that of the system
processor pool. This is because processing unit fractions cannot be power-managed.
As in the case of system-level power savings, two Dynamic Power Saver options are offered: favor
partition performance, or favor partition power savings. The user must configure this setting from
Active Energy Manager. When Dynamic Power Saver is enabled in either mode, system firmware
continuously monitors the performance and utilization of each of the computer's POWER7 processor
cores that belong to the partition. Based on this utilization and performance data, the firmware will
dynamically adjust the processor frequency and voltage, reacting within milliseconds to adjust
workload performance and also deliver power savings when the partition is under-utilized.
In addition to the two Dynamic Power Saver options, the customer can select to have no power savings
on a given partition. This option will leave the processor cores assigned to the partition running at their
nominal frequencies and voltages.
A new power savings mode, called Inherit Host Setting, is available and is only applicable to partitions.
When configured to use this setting, a partition will adopt the power savings mode of its hosting server.
By default, all partitions with dedicated processing units, and the system processor pool, are set to
Inherit Host Setting.
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There are multiple factors that determine which power savings mode is truly in effect for a partition.
Active Energy Manager allows you to set a partition's power savings mode and displays that mode
regardless of whether it is truly in effect or not. Two other factors that affect which mode is truly in
effect are as follows:
Power savings mode of the host server. If the host server's power savings mode is set to static
power savings, the entire system is put into that mode. The host server's mode thus overrides the
partition's mode, regardless of what it is set to, in this case.
Shared versus dedicated processing mode. When a partition is running in shared processing
mode its power savings mode is not used to manage its power. Instead, the effective power
savings mode is that of the system processor pool. All shared mode partitions thus share the
same power savings mode - that of the system processor pool - since they share the processing
units which that mode is applied to. Therefore, to control the power savings mode of such a
partition, use Active Energy Manager to set power savings mode for the system processor pool.
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User Interfaces
Overview
The primary user interface for EnergyScale on an IBM Power system is Active Energy Manager
running within IBM Director on a system that meets the IBM Director hardware and software
prerequisites. To find resources for understanding and using IBM Director, visit the IBM Director
information center:
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/director/v6r2x/index.jsp
In the interim for clients who do not have Director and Active Energy Manager, Static Power Saver and
Dynamic Power Saver modes are also supported from the web-based Advanced System Management
Interface (ASMI). Static Power Saver mode is the only user-configurable EnergyScale feature
supported on the Hardware Management Console (HMC), since Active Energy Manager is the
preferred user interface. The table below summarizes the ASMI, HMC and Active Energy Manager
interface support:
ASMI

HMC

Active Energy
Manager

Power Trending

N

N

Y

Thermal Reporting

N

N

Y

Static Power Saver

Y

Y

Y

Dynamic Power Saver

Y3

N

Y

Dynamic Power Saver
Tunable Parameters

Y

N

N

Idle Power Saver

Y

N

N

Schedule Power Saver
Mode Operation

N

Y

Y

Power Capping

N

N

Y

Schedule Power
Capping Operation

N

N

Y

Programmable /
Scriptable Interfaces

N

N

Y

Policy Enforcement

N

N

Y

Savings Calculator

N

N

Y

3 Requires minimum platform firmware EM740
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User Interface Options
Non-HMC Managed Systems
IBM Power systems can be managed by an HMC or, in many cases, without an HMC. In cases where
there is no managing HMC, IBM Director can establish a network connection to the system's service
processor, allowing clients to use the Active Energy Manager interface to access EnergyScale functions
supported by Active Energy Manager. Director can connect to both non-HMC and HMC-managed
systems simultaneously. For Power Saver modes only, a user can directly access the ASMI via a web
browser session running in virtually any operating environment.

Illustration 1: User Interfaces for Non-HMC Managed Systems
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HMC Managed Systems
If a system is HMC-managed, the user can interact with EnergyScale function by connecting IBM
Director to the HMC and using Active Energy Manager to interact with the managed systems that the
IBM Director can connect to via the HMC. A user can also enable Power Saver mode by using the
ASMI interface or the HMC itself.

Illustration 2: User Interfaces for HMC Managed Systems
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POWER Blade Systems
To manage the EnergyScale features on a POWER processor-based blade system (which resides in a
BladeCenter® chassis), the user can connect IBM Director to the BladeCenter chassis. Once
connected, IBM Director will query the chassis to discover all the supported blades within it and
register them with Active Energy Manager.

Illustration 3: User Interfaces for Blade Systems
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IBM Systems Director and Active Energy Manager
IBM Systems Director Active Energy Manager is the strategic power management interface for all
IBM server products. Using Active Energy Manager, a user can display trending data for power and
thermal information, enable/disable power savings modes, or set a power cap. An administrator may
connect a single instance of Active Energy Manager to multiple platforms, including System i, System
p, System x, System z, and Power Systems. As the strategic power management interface, Active
Energy Manager supports the most comprehensive feature set of all the EnergyScale user interfaces.
Active Energy Manager allows energy monitoring at no-charge, energy management functions require
a license. This application is an extension to IBM Director, a comprehensive systems manager that
allows administrators to view and track the hardware configuration of remote systems in detail and
monitor the usage and performance of critical components, such as processors, disks, and memory.

Previous Versions of Active Energy Manager
The remaining topics in this chapter will address Director 6.2 and Active Energy Manager 4.3.
POWER7 processor-based systems must be managed by IBM Systems Director Active Energy
Manager 4.3 or later.
IBM Systems Director 6.1.2 and Active Energy Manager 4.2

Active Energy Manager 4.2 leverages Director 6.1.2 to provide the following new features:
● Enhanced support for IBM Power Systems built on POWER7
● Energy monitoring of the IBM System z10 BladeCenter Extension (zBx)
● Enablement to aid in when to power on and off POWER technology-based servers
● Monitoring more types of equipment through AEM integration with Emerson Network Power
SiteScan
● Ability to monitor additional meters and sensors from APC's InfraStruXure Central
● Retrieval of power topology information from Eaton's Power Xpert and Foreseer applications
● Ability to manually create relationships from systems to cooling and power units in data centers
● Ability for users to disable and enable outlets on PDU from a central location
● Ability to monitor energy and environmental data from PDUs and sensors sold by IBM, APC,
Avocent, Rittal, and Arch Rock

IBM Systems Director 6.2 and Active Energy Manager 4.3
IBM® Systems Director 6.2 is the next-generation system management interface for IBM server
products. Active Energy Manager continues to be integrated into the Web-based interface of Director
6.2. The result is tighter integration of Active Energy Manager and IBM Director, eliminating the
separately-installable Active Energy Manager console interface of previous Active Energy Manager
releases.
Active Energy Manager 4.3 provides the following new features:4
●
●

Power monitoring of attached I/O drawers
● Aggregate power value for I/O drawers shown as a property of the server
System x

4 Please refer to the Active Energy Manager 4.3 Documentation for more details.
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Includes support for some IBM eX5 Enterprise system models
● Soft power capping widens the range of capping values
System z Enterprise with BladeCenter Extensions
● Power monitoring and enable/disable power savings modes
● Ability to view power cap, humidity, and dew point values
New IBM UPS and PDU models supported
Savings calculator
● Calculates past saving of running in power savings mode
● Estimates future savings of continued use of power savings mode
● Currently, two supported Power servers models
● Other servers - shows percentage of time system was in power savings mode
Monitors/thresholds
● New easy to use ‘Common Active Energy Monitors’ view
●

●

●
●

●

In addition, Active Energy Manager 4.3.1 provides the following feature:
●

Per-partition power management for POWER7 servers
● Requires firmware update on POWER7 servers to EM730
● Power savings support for partitions and physical processor pools
● Supported power savings modes: Dynamic and Inherit (use the same mode as hosting server)
● Not available on IBM PS70x blade partitions

Connecting Director to an HMC-Managed System
For an HMC-managed system, IBM Director will attempt to dynamically discover an HMC via SLP5.
For cases where SLP discovery will not work (e.g. the endpoint resides in a different subnet from the
IBM Director server, the network is not multicast enabled, or no directory agents are set up), the client
may manually configure IBM Director to discover a specific HMC by IP address. Once IBM Director
discovers an HMC, it exposes all supported systems managed by that HMC to Active Energy Manager.

Connecting Director to a Stand-alone System
IBM Director may discover EnergyScale-enabled systems (that are not blade servers) that are not
HMC-managed via SLP. A direct TCP/IP connection to the service processor of the target system must
be established. Such direct connections require that the IBM Director server reside on the same subnet
as the target server's service processor, or on a subnet to which IBM Director can route network traffic.
An administrator may be required to reconfigure the target system's service processor network
addresses via the ASMI menu in some cases, or connect the IBM Director server to the service
network.
Establishing an IBM Director connection to a stand-alone system requires that IBM Director discover
and inventory the target system. To start the discovery process from the IBM Director console, the user
must expand the “Inventory” task group, and select “System Discovery” to launch the System
Discovery task. Systems may be discovered by IP address or host name. In the example below, the
service processor IP address was entered. After a discovery method is selected, click “Discover Now”
to begin the discovery process for the target system or systems.
5 SLP is Service Location Protocol. It provides a framework to allow networking applications to discover the existence,
location and configuration of networked services in enterprise networks.
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Illustration 4: To add a stand-alone system to IBM Director, enter the IP address of its service processor, and click
"Discover Now".

Following successful discovery of the target system, IBM Director will display the discovered system
with “No Access.” To authenticate and gain access to a system, right-click on the “No Access”
message and select “Request Access.”
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Illustration 5: Right-click on “No access” to authenticate to a discovered system.

IBM Director will now prompt the administrator for a user ID and password which will be used to
authenticate this Director server with the target system. At the time this document was written, the
service processor only accepts the “admin” user ID. Click “Request Access” to complete the discovery
process.

Illustration 6 : Authenticating to the discovered system

Once authenticated, the target system will allow the IBM Director server to inventory and manage the
system. Successful discovery will result in the target system showing an “Access” status of “OK.”
IBM Director and Active Energy Manager are now able to manage this system.
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Illustration 7: IBM Director is now successfully able to access the target system.

Connecting Director to a BladeCenter Chassis
Much like for HMC managed systems, IBM Director can perform a server-initiated discovery of a
BladeCenter chassis, automatically discovering the BladeCenter's management module and blade
server(s). For server-initiated discovery to work, the BladeCenter must be connected to the same
subnet as the management server. Further, the user must either configure the BladeCenter's
management module to acquire its IP address from a DHCP server or manually change its default IP
address to a valid (and unused) address on that subnet. The IBM Director Server then uses SLP to
automatically locate the BladeCenter chassis and establish communications with it. For configurations
that do not satisfy the requirements for server-initiated discovery, a user can still configure IBM
Director to discover the BladeCenter by entering the management module's IP address, assuming that
IBM Director's network traffic can be routed to it.
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The Active Energy Manager GUI
Active Energy Manager may be launched by expanding the “Energy” group of the main IBM Director
task pane, and selecting “Active Energy Manager.” The main Active Energy Manager page provides
the capability to monitor and manage power-managed resources, to automate tasks in response to
power-related events, and view licensing information in a single dashboard view. You may also view
and edit default Active Energy Manager configuration settings by clicking on the Settings link in the
upper-right corner.

Illustration 8: Active Energy Manager provides a dashboard view of all power management tasks and events.
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The “Status” section provides a snapshot of the highest-temperature and highest-power managed
devices. Clicking these links will display a property panel for each resource. The “Monitor” section
provides access to tasks related to monitoring energy data, and navigation to groups containing devices
you may wish to monitor. To view trending data for a particular device, navigate to the device by
clicking Browse, or by selecting an entry in the table and navigating to a group containing the device.
All high-level devices are contained in the “Active Energy Manager Resources” group. Devices by
type are contained in specific groups shown when you select “Energy Managed Resources by Type.”
Once a group containing the desired device is displayed, right-click on the target device, and select
“Energy,” then “Trend Data.” 6 Note that by default, all POWER7 systems will become members of the
“Active Energy Managed Resources” dynamic group, as well as of the “Energy Managed Power
Systems” group displayed when you first select “Energy Managed Resources by Type.”

Illustration 9 : Right-click on a system, choose “Energy” and “Trend Data” to view energy
consumption, performance, and thermal conditions for the target system.

Active Energy Manager displays trend data in graphical and tabular formats. The default graphical
view shows the measured average and peak power consumption for a system over customizable time
scales. This is a powerful tool for data center administrators, as they can use the information to: predict
the power consumption of the data center at various times of the day, week, or month and use that
information to identify anomalies, manage loads when electrical demands or costs are high, determine
appropriate power caps, and make other informed decisions about data center energy management.
6 Please note that data may not appear for newly-discovered servers for several minutes, depending on the default metering
interval for energy information. This may be changed by clicking on “Settings” on the main Active Energy Manager page,
and modifying the “Default Metering Interval” setting.
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The Trend Data view in Active Energy Manager provides a snapshot of the power, thermals, and
performance of a server over time. The time period shown may be changed by clicking “Custom
settings” and picking new start and end dates and times. Select “Custom Settings,” and then click on
“Show Trend Data” to view data from the selected time period. Shown below, Active Energy Manager
graphs ac (Input) power consumption, dc (Output) power consumption, and the maximum and
minimum for each of these values over a sample interval. While Active Energy Manager only polls a
system on the minute timescale, firmware within each managed system is recording data hundreds of
times per second, and recording statistics including instantaneous minimum and maximum power
consumption. This allows an operator to view the variation in a given workload, including any sudden
peaks in power consumption that may not appear in the average consumption over a polling interval.
The Trend Data view also shows information about the power capping capabilities on a server, and any
power cap that is currently set. Active Energy Manager also displays the effective CPU speed of the
system, relative to its default clock frequency, and snapshots of the ambient and exhaust temperature of
the target server (where applicable).
Normally, a data center has to provide enough power to cover the UL ratings of all servers connected to
the center's power feed. As shown earlier in the Power Capping Example, by setting a power cap, the
power margin for a system can be decreased. When adopted across an entire data center, power
capping can prevent or curtail the need to build entirely new (and expensive) facilities or perform
expensive upgrades of existing facilities.
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Illustration 10 : Graphical Energy and Thermal Trending on an IBM Power server. Based on the trend data shown above,
the system processor is running at 100% of factory default speeds. Average power consumption is varying with the
workload, while instantaneous power consumption peaks at roughly 800W ac. To view the actual numbers, click on the
“Table View” icon above the graph.
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Alternate Views / Command Line Interface
In addition to the graphical view shown above, raw measurement data may be viewed by selecting the
“Table View” icon, and may be downloaded in a comma-delimited format by selecting the “Export”
icon on the Trend Data screen.

Illustration 11 : Table View of Power Trend Data. To export this data to a CSV file, click the “Export” button above the
table.

Trend data may also be viewed and downloaded via the IBM Director command line interface (CLI).
As shown below, the “lstrenddata” command outputs comma-delimited data (CSV). This may be
automated, and exported to other management or accounting applications. Please refer to the Active
Energy Manager User Guide for more information. The example shown in Illustration 12 extracts via a
command line the same power data shown in Illustration 11 above. Refer to the Active Energy
Manager help documents for more details.
W:\Director\lwi\bin>smcli lstrenddata -n 0xec2 -r "10/30/2008 03:30:00 PM","10/30/2008 03:40:00 PM" -o power
Name,Identifier,Start Time,Stop Time,Average Input Power (AC),Maximum Input Power (AC),Minimum Input Power
(AC),Auxilary Input Power (AC),Average Input Power (AC) (externally metered),Average Output Power (AC),Maximum Output
Power (AC),Minimum Output Power (AC),Auxilary Output Power (AC),Average Input Power (DC),Maximum Input Power
(DC),Minimum Input Power (DC),Auxiliary Input Power (DC),Average Output Power (DC),Maximum Output Power (DC),Minimum
Output Power (DC),Auxilary Output Power (DC)
"IBM 8204 E8A HV80007",0xec2,10/30/08 3:30:07 PM,10/30/08 3:31:11 PM,931.4566,,,,,,,,,,,,,789.37134,996.0,772.0,
"IBM 8204 E8A HV80007",0xec2,10/30/08 3:31:11 PM,10/30/08 3:32:16 PM,919.2909,,,,,,,,,,,,,779.06085,804.0,772.0,
"IBM 8204 E8A HV80007",0xec2,10/30/08 3:32:16 PM,10/30/08 3:33:20 PM,919.19836,,,,,,,,,,,,,778.98303,804.0,772.0,
"IBM 8204 E8A HV80007",0xec2,10/30/08 3:33:20 PM,10/30/08 3:34:24 PM,917.64667,,,,,,,,,,,,,777.66815,804.0,772.0,
"IBM 8204 E8A HV80007",0xec2,10/30/08 3:34:24 PM,10/30/08 3:35:28 PM,918.4668,,,,,,,,,,,,,778.363,804.0,772.0,
"IBM 8204 E8A HV80007",0xec2,10/30/08 3:35:28 PM,10/30/08 3:36:32 PM,922.68134,,,,,,,,,,,,,781.9348,996.0,740.0,
"IBM 8204 E8A HV80007",0xec2,10/30/08 3:36:32 PM,10/30/08 3:37:37 PM,931.5922,,,,,,,,,,,,,789.4866,964.0,740.0,
"IBM 8204 E8A HV80007",0xec2,10/30/08 3:37:37 PM,10/30/08 3:38:42 PM,940.52094,,,,,,,,,,,,,797.05255,964.0,740.0,
"IBM 8204 E8A HV80007",0xec2,10/30/08 3:38:42 PM,10/30/08 3:39:47 PM,982.4195,,,,,,,,,,,,,832.5594,996.0,740.0,

Illustration 12 : Trend Data Gathered via Command Line Interface (CLI)
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Users may also view instantaneous snapshots of energy and thermal data for a system by right-clicking
on the target system in IBM Director, and selecting “Properties.” Select the “Active Energy” tab to
view detailed energy, thermal, and cost information (if configured) for the target system.

Illustration 13 : Select "Properties" to view additional energy and
thermal data about a given system.

Server Power Down
Active Energy Manager 4.2 or later is required for Server Power Down support. To view Server Power
Down data, right-click on a target system in IBM Systems Director, select “Properties,” and select the
“Active Energy” tab. Server power down fields are visible under the “Details” section, as shown below
in Illustration 14.
“Standby output power” represents the approximate amount of power the system consumes when
powered off. “Server startup time” shows the approximate time from initial power on to operating
system login, and includes platform initialization, firmware initialization, and operating system startup.
“Power cycles” shows the number of complete power cycles of the server. Note that a maximum
recommended number of power cycles is also provided. Each system type may have its own
recommended maximum value. Administrators can easily compare the standby output power with the
current average output power to calculate the amount of power savings possible.
In order to utilize the server power down capability, workloads must be migrated using live partition
mobility. See the AEM infocenter link found here for more information and instructions:
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/director/v6r2x/topic/com.ibm.director.aem.helps.doc/frb0_main.html
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Illustration 14: Server Power Down Properties
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Controlling Power with Active Energy Manager
Active Energy Manager allows users to enable EnergyScale power capping and power savings
capabilities for a target system or group of systems. Power savings may also be configured for each
partition (see Section Partition Power Management for details). Power capping enforces power budgets
for a system or rack of systems. Power savings operating modes define various strategies for
conserving power on a system or group of systems, or per partition. Both power savings and power
capping capabilities can be enabled simultaneously. If a power cap must be enforced, it will
temporarily take precedence over any power savings mode that is enabled on a managed system,
temporarily resulting in a performance loss while the system firmware reduces processor performance
to maintain the power cap. When system power is reduced below the power cap, the cap will cease to
affect performance, and the system firmware will resume enforcing any power savings mode earlier set
by Active Energy Manager.
Setting a Power Cap

To set a power budget, also known as a power cap, right-click on the target system, select “Energy,”
“Manage Power,” and click on “Power Capping.”

Illustration 15: Opening the Power Capping Options for an IBM Power server
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Power caps may be based on relative or absolute values. Most POWER7 systems support expanded
power cap ranges below the minimum guaranteed power cap. The minimum guaranteed cap is
calculated automatically based on the current configuration of the system, including the number of
processors present, DIMMs installed, any present IO adapters, and other parameters. Based on worstcase scenarios of a hot environment and high altitude, the system firmware calculates an absolute
worst-case power consumption for the system, and determines the minimum power cap it can
successfully enforce. Setting a value below this minimum cap, known as applying a “soft” power cap,
is allowed.

Illustration 16: Setting a power cap, to limit ac Power Consumption of a server to 1641 watts

In the example shown below, a Power 750 system has power capping and power savings settings
disabled. Its workload shows a cyclical behavior, varying between idle and heavy utilization over the
course of several hours. Average input power (ac) varies between 700 watts when idle and 800 watts at
peak load. The CPU frequency remains constant at 100% for the first three cycles of the workload.
The maximum input power (ac) tends to vary around 800 watts.
Shortly after 9:00 PM, an administrator set a soft power cap of 750 watts dc for this server to reallocate
part of the server's power budget to another system.7 For the next several workload cycles, peak and
average power consumption are “clipped” as the system firmware enforces the power cap. This is
evident in the lower peak and average power consumption, and slight variations in the previously-static
average effective CPU frequency (the brown trend line in the lower graph). A slight performance loss
occurs in the workload during periods of heavy utilization, as the system firmware automatically
throttles back the frequency and voltage of the system processor.
7 As of this writing, Power Caps are defined in terms of input power (ac).
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Power cap set to 750W

Power cap enforced

Illustration 17: When a power cap is enforced, system firmware temporarily reduces processor performance
when it detects that system power consumption has exceeded the set power cap. Note how the effective CPU
frequency, represented by the lower brown trend line, slows each time the server's power consumption
approaches the cap, and how the server automatically maintains power consumption below the cap.
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Power Savings Modes

Power savings modes define various strategies for optimizing power consumption and performance. To
enable a power savings mode, right-click on the target resource, select “Energy,” “Manage Power,” and
click on “Power Savings.” By default, resources will have a Power Savings mode of “No power
savings,” which means that the resource will operate at 100% of nominal processor frequencies.
Selecting “Static power savings” activates the Power Saver mode on IBM Power servers, fixing the
processor frequency and voltage at a predetermined low-power mode. Selecting “Dynamic power
savings” allows the system firmware to adjust the processor frequency and voltage in response to the
utilization and throughput of the workload. As the workload increases, the processor frequency
increases. However, when the system is idle, the processor frequency is lowered automatically to save
power. A final mode, “Inherit host setting,” applies only to partitions and system processor pool, and
means that the resource will use the mode of its hosting server.

Illustration 18: Setting a Power Savings Mode
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Static Power Savings – Predictable Savings and Performance

In the example shown below, once again power capping and power savings settings are disabled. A
workload shows a cyclical behavior, again with input power (ac) varying between approximately 684
watts when idle and 816 watts under full load. Shortly after 07:30:00, an administrator enables the
“Static power savings” setting. The system firmware immediately lowers the processor frequency and
voltage to fixed low-power values, resulting in immediate, significant power savings when compared to
a system with no power savings setting enabled. The workload will continue to run; however, peak
performance will be lower, since the processor is now running at a lower frequency. In the figure
below, the applied static low power setting results in approximately 20% total power savings.

Power Saver Enabled
~20% Power Savings

Static Frequency / Voltage Drop

Illustration 19 : Static Low Power Mode Enabled
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Dynamic Power Saving – Real-time Optimization of Energy and Performance

Dynamic Power Savings balances workload performance and power consumption based on processor
utilization. In the example below, power savings and power capping settings are disabled, and the
target system is running a cyclical workload. At 12:00 PM, Dynamic Power Savings is enabled, with
the “favor performance” option selected. The system firmware monitors POWER7 processor
utilization, and raises the CPU frequency to the maximum supported value for the system whenever
any workload is running. In this example, the CPU frequency becomes 109% of Nominal. When the
workload becomes idle, the system automatically lowers its processor frequency. At 1:00 PM, the
dynamic power savings mode enforced on this system is modified to favor power savings over
workload performance. This results in greatly-improved power savings, since the core frequency of the
system will be increased only when a core is heavily utilized. On supported systems and firmware
releases, the peak frequency may be greater than 100% when either option is selected as shown below.8

Nominal

Favor Performance

Favor Power
Soft Power Cap Applied
Soft Power Cap Enforced

109% Average
100% Average

Soft Cap Enforced

Illustration 20: Dynamic Power Savings varies the processor frequency based on actual measured processor utilization.
8 Refer to Appendix I for the maximum processor frequency of servers when Dynamic Power Savings enabled.
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Soft Power Caps in Dynamic Power Saver

Soft Power Caps may be used to further control the energy consumption of a system. Referring still to
Illustration 20, shortly after 2:00 PM a Soft Power Cap is applied, limiting peak power consumption to
700 watts. At lower utilizations, this results in a minimal impact to the workload, as the system can
complete tasks without exceeding the selected power cap. At higher utilizations, however, the peak
processor frequency is “clipped” temporarily to prevent the system from exceeding the selected power
budget. When utilized in this manner, Soft Power Caps not only allow an administrator to deliver
workload performance, but also control system power consumption.
Power Management of Partitions

For IBM POWER7 systems, each partition may be power managed by setting the Power Savings mode
of the partition or of the system processor pool (see Section Partition Power Management for system
requirements). Within IBM Systems Director, the partitions hosted by a system appear as resources of
type Virtual Server. The system processor pool for the system appears as a resource of type Resource
Pool. To most easily access the system and its hosted resources for power management purposes, view
the Energy Managed Power Systems group, which is a predefined Active Energy Manager group. From
the Active Energy Manager GUI, select Energy Managed Resources By Type, then select Energy
Managed Power Systems. Each IBM Power system that Active Energy Manager supports will be
listed, and any that support partition-level power management will have their hosted partitions and
system processor pool listed under them, indented from the system name. From this view, right-click
on a hosted resource, select "Energy," then "Manage Power," then "Power Savings."
Power Savings modes available for partitions and system processor pool are not quite the same as those
available for systems. Static power savings mode cannot be set directly at this level. However, a new
Power Savings mode, called "Inherit host setting," is available and is only applicable to partition and
system processor pool resources. When configured to use this setting, a resource will adopt the power
savings mode of its hosting server.

Illustration 21: Power Savings modes available for partitions and system processor pool
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When a partition’s or system processor pool’s Power Savings mode is changed, two IBM Director
events will be generated. To see these events, you can view the trend data graph or table for the host
server. First, an event noting that a setting change is pending will be created. Second, an event noting
that the setting has been changed, if the change was successful, will be created the next time Active
Energy Manager polls the server.
Although Active Energy Manager only displays a partition's power savings mode, you can determine
the actual mode in effect by determining the partition's processor mode (dedicated or shared), and the
host system's power savings mode, and applying the logic described at the bottom of Section Partition
Power Management.
Note: The processing mode of a partition is displayed with the partition’s virtualization properties.
Click on the partition to display its properties, then select the General tab, and under Additional
Properties, select Virtualization Properties.
Warning messages

Because the power savings mode of partitions is affected by the host server's power savings mode and
the processor mode of the partition, Active Energy Manager displays warning messages in some cases
to remind the user of this fact. For example, when entering the Power Savings setting panel, if one or
more target resources is a system with power-manageable partitions, a warning tells the user that
changing the power savings mode of such systems may affect the effective power savings mode of its
partitions. When one or more targets are partitions running in shared processor mode, a warning tells
the user that changing the power savings mode of such a partition will have no actual effect.

Illustration 22: Example of an Active Energy Manager warning message
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Automating Power Management Settings
Active Energy Manager 4.1 and later versions support automated enforcement of most EnergyScale
power management features, including enabling and disabling power capping, and enabling and
disabling power savings settings, by the creation and application of Active Energy Manager policies.
When such a policy is applied to a system, Active Energy Manager constantly enforces energy
management settings on the target system, monitoring each managed system for events or changes that
require a power cap or power savings policy setting change. Policies may be applied to an individual
system, or a group of systems. Policies may not currently be applied to partitions or the system
processor pool. To create, manage, or apply a policy, open Active Energy Manager, and select the
“Work with power policies” task.

Illustration 23 : Manage Automated Power Policies with Active Energy Manager

Applying a Policy (Scheduled and Unscheduled)

Power policies may be created and applied from this page. Click the “Create policy...” link to launch a
wizard for customizing a new power management policy. Once created, a policy will not take effect
until it is applied to a target system. Select one or more target systems or groups by clicking “Browse”
to open the IBM Director Context Chooser, and selecting the target system(s). Click “OK” to close the
context chooser, and select the new target(s) from the pull-down menu on the Power Policy page.
Check the policy you wish to enable, and click “Apply” to select the options for how the policy should
be applied to the system.

Illustration 24 : Power Policy Dashboard
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Active Energy Manager can set a policy immediately, or schedule it for some future date. Each policy
can be applied to multiple systems, with different schedules and notification options. Select the
appropriate schedule options, and click “OK” to apply the policy to the system.

Illustration 25 : Creation of a Scheduled, Repeating policy

Power Policy Types

Active Energy Manager supports three types of power policies on Power systems: system power
capping, system power savings, and group power capping. Power savings and power capping policies
do not interact, and therefore may be applied simultaneously. Please note, however, that any system
power savings policy or system power capping policy will override and disable previously-applied
policies of the same type (e.g. Applying a “Static Low Power” policy will disable a previously-set
“Static High Performance” policy). At any given time, a system may have one system power savings
policy, one system power capping policy, and any number of group power capping policies applied.
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System power savings policies may be applied to all members of a group; however, this is simply a
shortcut for the user to avoid applying the policy to each target system individually. 9
For example, a system is a member of three groups, and has the policies shown in the table below
applied. Groups 1 and 2 have group power capping policies enabled, resulting in a per-system power
cap of 825 watts and 775 watts respectively. An administrator has also applied a system power savings
policy to all members of group 3, and a system power cap policy of 900 watts to the target system. As
group policies are updated and group members change, Active Energy Manager will constantly resolve
all of the policies affecting the target system, and enforce the appropriate power cap or power savings
settings. In this example, Active Energy Manager enables Static Low Power Mode, and sets a power
cap of 775 watts on the target system since the “Group 2” power cap was the lowest of all applied
policies. If the Group 2 power cap is disabled, Active Energy Manager will automatically apply the
next-lowest power cap of 825 watts from Group 1.
Policy Type

Enabled?

Policy Effect

System Power Savings Policy

Y

Enable Static Low Power Savings Mode

System Power Cap

Y

900 watts

Group 1 – Group Power Cap

Y

825 watts

Group 2 – Group Power Cap

Y

775 watts

Net Result:

Static Low Power Savings Mode enabled,
Power Cap of 775 watts enforced

Table 1 : Multiple Power Policies Enforced on a Target System

Group Power Capping Policies

Group Power Caps allow an administrator to assign a power budget to an entire group of servers.
Active Energy Manager will dynamically manage the power budget on each group member as the
group changes, or as the power cap is adjusted. A server may be assigned to one or more groups
dynamically or statically by an administrator. Systems, for example, might belong to groups organized
by function, system type, or location, and a group power cap policy may be applied to each group.
When a group power cap is applied, Active Energy Manager will attempt to divide the group cap
evenly across the members of the group. If the calculated power cap falls outside of the minimum to
maximum power cap range for one or more group members, Active Energy Manager will attempt to
redistribute the power cap among the remaining group members. If Active Energy Manager cannot
calculate an acceptable power cap for each system, the group power cap will not be applied. When a
system is added to or removed from a group, the power cap will automatically be reallocated among the
group. If a system is removed from the group, the group policy will no longer apply.
For example, a group contains three servers, each with a minimum power cap of 500 watts and
maximum power cap of 1,000 watts. An administrator sets a group power cap policy of 2,400 watts,
which will be evenly distributed to each system as an 800 watt power cap (2,400 watts / 3 servers = 800
9 Group power capping policies are possible since power consumption may be aggregated across group members. Group
power savings policies are not allowed, since a power savings setting affects the performance characteristics of
individual servers, and cannot logically extend across group members.
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watts per server). When a fourth system is added to the group, Active Energy Manager automatically
reallocates power among the group members, resulting in a 600 watt power cap per system. When a
fifth system is added, Active Energy Manager attempts to recalculate the per-system power budget, but
is unable to meet the group power cap since each server cannot guarantee a 480 watt (2,400 watts / 5
systems) cap. The group power cap is automatically disabled. When the group power cap is increased
to 3,500 watts, Active Energy Manager again attempts to calculate a new per-system power cap, and is
now able to successfully apply a 700 watt power cap to each system.

Group Members

Group
Power Cap

System
Min. Cap

System
Max. Cap

3 Systems

2,400 W

500 W

1000 W

800 watts

4 Systems

2,400 W

500 W

1000 W

600 watts

5 Systems

2,400 W

500 W

1000 W

NONE – 2,400 W is not adequate
for five systems with the given
power cap ranges.

5 Systems

3,500 W

500 W

1000 W

700 watts

Table 2 : Group Power Capping Example
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Resulting Per-System Power Cap

ASMI
For EnergyScale the Advanced System Management Interface (ASMI) only supports the Static Power
Saver mode feature and starting with platform firmware EM740 Dynamic Power Saver mode is also
supported from ASMI. The system will only allow the “admin” user to alter the Power Saver
mode.The ASMI allows a user to query the current Power Saver mode and enable or disable it, as
illustrated below. The system will only allow the “admin” user to alter the Power Saver mode.

Platform firmware prior to EM740 (only Static Power Saver)
Illustration 26: ASMI Power Management
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Platform firmware EM740 or later (support Dynamic Power Saver)
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Platform firmware EM770 or later – New Power Management Menu
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Platform firmware EM770 or later – Dynamic Power Saver Tunable Parameters
Note: These parameters are for advanced users only. Do not adjust them unless directed to do so by
IBM. The “Reset Parameters” button on the bottom will restore all parameters to their default value.
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Platform firmware EM770 or later – Idle Power Saver
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HMC
The HMC (Hardware Management Console) is a management console that controls managed systems,
logical partitions, managed frames, other features provided through the managed objects, and the HMC
itself. The HMC provides both graphical user interface (GUI) and command line interfaces. Users can
use the user interfaces to configure or manage various features offered by the managed objects.
The HMC can be used to display power saver mode capabilities, enable or disable power saver mode,
and schedule power saver mode. Active Energy Manager and IBM Director can also configure or
query the EnergyScale-related information through the HMC.
The HMC provides two capabilities for power saver mode – firmware and hardware power saver mode
capabilities.
●

Firmware power saver mode capability – This capability indicates the firmware loaded on the
server is capable of performing Power Saver mode functions, but does not necessarily imply the
same for the underlying hardware.

●

Hardware power saver mode capability – This capability indicates whether the server hardware
supports the power saver mode function. For example, POWER6 processor-based systems with
a nominal operating frequency of less than 3.8 GHz do not support Power Saver functions at the
hardware level, even if the system firmware does. All POWER7 processor-based systems are
supported.
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Users can view the capabilities through the managed system's properties panel:

Illustration 27: HMC EnergyScale Capabilities

The user can also list the capabilities using the lssyscfg command on the command line as illustrated
below:
lssyscfg -r sys -F
"name,state,type_model,serial_num,firmware_power_saver_capable,hardware_power_saver
_capable"
output:
name=e52fsp8,state=Power Off,type_model=9117MMA,serial_num=10FFE5B,firmware_power_saver_capable=1,hardware_power_saver_capable=
1
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Enable or Disable Power Saver Mode
User can enable or disable power saver mode through the HMC enable/disable power saver mode task.
However, the new power saver mode may not take effect immediately. Normally, if the operation is
performed before the system is powered on, the desired mode won't take effect until the system is up
and running. If the power saver mode is in transition, any changes will be blocked.
With the HMC GUI, users can reach this task by selecting the managed system -> Operations -> Power
Management.

Illustration 28: HMC Power Management
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Illustration 29: HMC Power Saver

Alternatively, the user can change the power saver mode uaing the chpwrmgmt command and display
power saver mode using the lspwrmgmt command.
To enable or disable power saver mode:
chpwrmgmt -m <managed system name> -r sys -o enabled | disabled
To display the power saver mode configuration:
lspwrmgmt -m <managed system name> -r sys
e.g.
lspwrmgmt -m e52fsp8 -r sys
name=e52fsp8,type_model=9117MMA,serial_num=10FFE5B,curr_power_saver_mode=Disabled,desired_po
wer_saver_mode=Disabled
Due to different system utilization levels, users may want to schedule power saver mode configuration
changes according to their own usage patterns. The HMC allows users to create a single or repeated
scheduled operations. They can also specify which days of the week and when to perform the
operation.
The GUI for adding a scheduled operation is shown in the following illustrations:
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Illustration 30: HMC Scheduled Operation

Illustration 31: HMC Scheduled Operation (2)

There is no command line interface for this function.
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EnergyScale Operating System Support
Operating system support for EnergyScale has been included since the introduction of the POWER6
processor. Certain capabilities, however, require more recent editions of each operating system. Please
refer to the “Minimum Supported Operating Systems” section of Appendix I for more information, and
the table below for a summary of available features by operating system level.
Feature
Scaled Processor Time API(s)
Provides programmatic access to POWER7 SPURR10 registers

Performance Tool Support for Scaled Processor Time
PURR / SPURR support in OS Performance Tools

Normalized Process and Job Accounting
Job accounting is SPURR-based

Processor Folding
Processor folding using processor idle states

Processor Folding Control / Status
Processor folding may be enabled, disabled, or tuned from the OS

EnergyScale Configuration Status
EnergyScale Power Mgmt mode exposed through the OS

AIX

IBM i

Linux

5.3 TL9
6.1 TL2
7.1

6.1.1

SLES11
RHEL 5.5

5.3 TL11
6.1 TL4
7.1

6.1.1

n/a

5.3 TL 9
6.1 TL2
7.1

7.1

n/a

5.3 TL 9
6.1 TL2
7.1

6.1.1

SLES11 SP1
RHEL6

5.3 TL9
6.1 TL2
7.1

7.1

SLES11 SP1
RHEL6

6.1 TL6
7.1

7.1

SLES11 SP1
RHEL6

Table 3: Various EnergyScale-related features are enabled in various levels of each operating system. For more details on
base EnergyScale support, refer to Appendix I: System Requirements.

10 Refer to Appendix IV: Processor Usage and Accounting for details about the SPURR register.
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Processor Folding in AIX
In AIX the processor folding policy can be configured from the command line via the schedo
command. The vpm_fold_policy tunable is a 4-bit value where each bit indicates the
configuration of a different setting. The following table shows the various settings that are controlled.
Bit

Setting

0

=1 processor folding is enabled when the partition is using shared processors

1

=1 processor folding is enabled when the partition is using dedicated processors

2

=1 disables the automatic setting of processor folding when the partition is in static power
saver mode

3

=1 processor affinity will be ignored when making folding decisions

Table 4: vpm_fold_policy is a 4-bit value, in which each bit controls an aspect of folding.

The following command displays the current setting of vpm_fold_policy:
# schedo -L vpm_fold_policy
NAME

CUR

DEF

BOOT

MIN

MAX

UNIT TYPE

DEPENDENCIES
--------------------------------------------------------------------------vpm_fold_policy

1

1

1

0

15

D

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

To enable processor folding on a partition using dedicated partitions when the current value of
vpm_fold_policy is set to 1, the following command would be issued to set the value to 3:
# schedo -o vpm_fold_policy=3
To disable processor folding, the value of vpm_fold_policy can be set to the value 4 using the
following command:
# schedo -o vpm_fold_policy=4
By default, AIX will attempt to consider processor affinity (or topology) information when making
processor folding decisions. This allows for the workload to remain spread across the processor nodes
(e.g., chips depending on the system) and benefit from improved performance. Bit 3 of the
vpm_fold_policy tunable allows this default behavior to be disabled. For example, if vpm_fold_policy
is currently set to 6, indicating that processor folding is enabled when the partition is using dedicated
partitions and that the partition will automatically enable processor folding when in static power saver
mode, the following command would change the setting to indicate that the operating system should no
longer consider processor affinity when making folding decisions:
# schedo -o vpm_fold_policy=14
For more information see the help information via the –h option of the schedo command:
# schedo -h vpm_fold_policy
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Processor Folding in IBM i
In an IBM i partition, processor folding is configured and controlled by the operating system by
default. On POWER6 and POWER7 servers, the operating system enables processor folding by default
when Static Power Saver mode is enabled. On POWER7 servers, the operating system also enables
processor folding by default in shared processor LPARs. Beginning in IBM i 7.1, operating system
control of processor folding may be overridden via the QWCCTLSW limited availability API, which
provides a key-based control language programming interface to a limited set of IBM i tunable
parameters. Processor folding control is accessed via QWCCTLSW key 1060. The following
sequence of calls cycles through the various options. Changes to key 1060 take effect immediately but
do not persist across IPLs.
Get current status:
> CALL QWCCTLSW PARM('1060' '1')
KEY 1060 IS *SYSCTL.
KEY 1060 IS SUPPORTED ON THE CURRENT IPL.
KEY 1060 IS CURRENTLY ENABLED.
Explicitly disable processor folding:
> CALL QWCCTLSW PARM('1060' '3' )
KEY 1060 SET TO *OFF.
Explicitly enable processor folding:
> CALL QWCCTLSW PARM('1060' '2' 1)
KEY 1060 SET TO *ON.
Re-establish system control of processor folding:
> CALL QWCCTLSW PARM('1060' '2' 2)
KEY 1060 SET TO *SYSCTL.
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Processor Folding in Linux
Utilization-based CPU folding is automatically enabled in Static Power Saver mode by installing the
pseries-energy-1.0-1.ppc64.rpm package, which is part IBM Installation Toolkit for
Linux. Version 4.1 has the necessary user space tools required to enable CPU Folding.11
Once this package is installed, the energyd daemon will monitor the system power mode and activate
processor folding when system power mode is set to "Static Power Saver" and deactivate processor
folding in all other modes. The utilization-based CPU folding daemon will deactivate unused cores and
transition them to low power idle states until the CPU utilization increases and those cores are activated
to run a workload.
Utilization-based processor folding can be manually disabled using the following commands:
/etc/init.d/energyd stop #Stop daemon now, activate all cores
chkconfig energyd off
#Do not restart daemon on startup
-orrpm -e pseries-energy

#un-install the package completely

Alternatively, CPU cores can be folded or set to low power idle state in any power mode
manually using the following command line:
echo 0 > /sys/devices/system/cpu/cpuN/online #Where N is the
logical CPU number
Please note that all active hardware threads of a core needs to be taken off-line using the above
command in order to move the core to a low power idle state.
The cores can be activated again with the following command:
echo 1 > /sys/devices/system/cpu/cpuN/online #Where N is the
logical CPU number

11 Refer to http://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/set2/sas/f/lopdiags/installtools/home.html for more details.
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Partition Power Management in AIX
The capability to set a power savings mode to a dedicated processor partition (see section Partition
Power Management) means that the processing units can be automatically scaled up or down based on
the processor resource utilization, thermal levels and on whether the user would like to optimize for
power savings or for performance. These capabilities require a new form of reporting where the user
can understand the current frequency of the processor, as well as the utilization based on this
frequency, and the rated frequency.
In AIX® a new reporting capability has been added to the lparstat utility. The new report provides both
PURR- and SPURR-based utilization along with the current running frequency of the processor. The
following gives a sample output of the lparstat utility:
# lparstat -E 3 3
System configuration: type=Dedicated mode=Capped smt=4 lcpu=48 mem=14336MB
Physical Processor Utilisation:
--------Actual--------

------Normalised------

user

sys

wait

idle

freq

user

sys

wait

idle

----

----

----

----

---------

----

----

----

----

0.001 0.011 0.001 11.99 3.3GHz[100%] 0.001 0.011 0.001 11.99
0.000 0.022 0.000 11.98 3.3GHz[100%] 0.000 0.022 0.000 11.98
0.000 0.011 0.000 11.99 3.3GHz[100%] 0.000 0.011 0.000 11.99

This sample output indicates that the partition is running in dedicated mode and has 48 logical cpus
with SMT4 enabled. This means that 12 physical cores are availble. The output also provides both the
actual and normalized rated frequency of the partition, which is an average of the 12 processors'
frequencies that belong to this partition.
The current partition power savings mode can be displayed via the lparstat utility as well. In the case
where a per-partition mode has not been set, lparstat reports the system level power savings mode. The
following command gives a sample output of the lparstat utility showing the power savings mode (note
that only the output for the power saving mode is shown below):
# lparstat -i
Power Saving Mode

: Disabled

For more information on lparstat and understanding processor utilization on POWER7 systems, please
visit the following link:
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/wikis/display/WikiPtype/Understanding+Processor+Utilization+
on+POWER+Systems+-+AIX
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Appendix I: System Requirements
Due to differences in each release, this appendix details the systems and EnergyScale features
supported by release. Under each release the following is provided:
●

An EnergyScale parameters table that lists actual frequency limits for various power
management modes, as well as the estimated processor power saved in Power Saver mode

●

A list of required minimum firmware and software levels
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Release Level EM710
EnergyScale Parameters
Depending upon the Power savings setting selected, the maximum and minimum frequency of each
POWER7 core may change. For a definition of each setting, please refer to the EnergyScale Features
chapter earlier in this document. Note that processor power savings values below are statistical
representations, and may vary from system-to-system. All frequencies are relative to nominal
frequencies for a particular system.

IBM Power 750

Power Saver
Frequency
(fixed)

Power Saver
% Processor
Power Saved

Max DPS
Frequency
(favor power)

Max DPS
Frequency
(favor perf.)

Minimum DPS
Frequency
(both modes)

70%

20-30%

90%

109% 1

50%

Support Notes
1

Note that CPU frequencies in excess of 100% are not guaranteed. The actual maximum frequency in
“Dynamic Power Saver, Favor Performance Mode” may vary based on environmental conditions,
system configuration, firmware version, component tolerances, and workload.

Required Minimum Firmware and Software Levels (EM710)
Platform Firmware EM710
Active Energy Manager 4.2
IBM Director 6.1.2
HMC V7R7.1.0
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Release Level EM711
EnergyScale Parameters
Depending upon the Power savings setting selected, the maximum and minimum frequency of each
POWER7 core may change. For a definition of each setting, please refer to the EnergyScale Features
chapter earlier in this document. Note that processor power savings values below are statistical
representations, and may vary from system-to-system. All frequencies are relative to nominal
frequencies for a particular system.
Power Saver
Frequency
(fixed)

Power Saver
% Processor
Power Saved

Max DPS
Frequency
(favor power)1

Max DPS
Frequency
(favor perf.)1

Minimum DPS
Frequency
(both modes)

IBM Power 750

70%

20-30%

109%

109%

50%

IBM Power 770 @ 3.1 GHz

86%

20-30%

107%

107%

86%

IBM Power 770 @ 3.5 GHz

91%

15-25%

107%

107%

91%

IBM Power 780 @ 3.8 GHz

83%

30-40%

103%

103%

83%

IBM Power 780 @ 4.1 GHz

80%

40-50%

100%

100%

77%

Support Notes
1

Note that CPU frequencies in excess of 100% are not guaranteed. The actual maximum frequency in
Dynamic Power Saver Mode may vary based on environmental conditions, system configuration,
firmware version, component tolerances, and workload.

Required Minimum Firmware and Software Levels (EM711)
Platform Firmware EM711
Active Energy Manager 4.2
IBM Director 6.1.2
HMC V7R7.1.1
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Release Level EM712
EnergyScale Parameters
Depending upon the Power savings setting selected, the maximum and minimum frequency of each
POWER7 core may change. For a definition of each setting, please refer to the EnergyScale Features
chapter earlier in this document. Note that processor power savings values below are statistical
representations, and may vary from system-to-system. All frequencies are relative to nominal
frequencies for a particular system.
Power Saver
Frequency
(fixed)

Power Saver
% Processor
Power Saved

Max DPS Frequency
(all sub-modes)1

Minimum DPS
Frequency
(both modes)

IBM Power 750

70%

20-30%

109%

50%

IBM Power 770 @ 3.1 GHz

86%

20-30%

107%

86%

IBM Power 770 @ 3.5 GHz

91%

15-25%

107%

91%

IBM Power 780 @ 3.8 GHz

83%

30-40%

103%

83%

IBM Power 780 @ 4.1 GHz

80%

40-50%

100%

77%

IBM PS70x Blades

70%

30-40%

109%

50%

Support Notes
1

Note that CPU frequencies in excess of 100% are not guaranteed. The actual maximum frequency in
Dynamic Power Saver Mode may vary based on environmental conditions, system configuration,
firmware version, component tolerances, and workload.

Required Minimum Firmware and Software Levels (EM712)
Platform Firmware EM712
Active Energy Manager 4.2
IBM Director 6.1.2
HMC V7R7.1.2
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Release Level EM720
EnergyScale Parameters
Depending upon the Power savings setting selected, the maximum and minimum frequency of each
POWER7 core may change. For a definition of each setting, please refer to the EnergyScale Features
chapter earlier in this document. Note that processor power savings values below are statistical
representations, and may vary from system-to-system. All frequencies are relative to nominal
frequencies for a particular system.
Power Saver
Frequency
(fixed)

Power Saver
% Processor
Power Saved

Max DPS Frequency
(all sub-modes)1

Minimum DPS
Frequency
(all sub-modes)

IBM Power 710 / 730

70%

20-30%

109%

50%

IBM Power 720 / 740

70%

20-30%

109%

50%

IBM Power 750

70%

20-30%

109%

50%

IBM Power 770 @ 3.1 GHz

86%

20-30%

107%

86%

IBM Power 770 @ 3.5 GHz

91%

15-25%

107%

91%

IBM Power 780 @ 3.8 GHz

83%

30-40%

103%

83%

IBM Power 780 @ 4.1 GHz

80%

40-50%

100%

77%

IBM Power 795 @ 3.7 Ghz

77%

TBD2

105%

77%

IBM Power 795 @ 4.0 Ghz

71%

40-50%

103%

71%

IBM Power 795 @ 4.2 Ghz

70%

TBD2

100%

67%

IBM PS70x Blades

70%

30-40%

109%

50%

Support Notes
1

Note that CPU frequencies in excess of 100% are not guaranteed. The actual maximum frequency in
Dynamic Power Saver Mode may vary based on environmental conditions, system configuration,
firmware version, component tolerances, and workload.
2
At the time of this publication, this data is not yet available. Please refer to a future version of this
document, the IBM Energy Estimator, or your IBM Sales & Support team.

Required Minimum Firmware and Software Levels (EM720)
Platform Firmware EM720
Active Energy Manager 4.3
IBM Director 6.2
HMC V7R7.2.0
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Release Level EM730
EnergyScale Parameters
Depending upon the Power savings setting selected, the maximum and minimum frequency of each
POWER7 core may change. For a definition of each setting, please refer to the EnergyScale Features
chapter earlier in this document. Note that processor power savings values below are statistical
representations, and may vary from system-to-system. All frequencies are relative to nominal
frequencies for a particular system.
Power Saver
Frequency
(fixed)

Power Saver
% Processor
Power Saved

Max DPS Frequency
(all sub-modes)1

Minimum DPS
Frequency
(all sub-modes)

IBM Power 710 / 730

70%

20-30%

109%

50%

IBM Power 720 / 740

70%

20-30%

109%

50%

IBM Power 750

70%

20-30%

109%

50%

IBM Power 770 @ 3.1 GHz

86%

20-30%

107%

86%

IBM Power 770 @ 3.5 GHz

91%

15-25%

107%

91%

IBM Power 780 @ 3.8 GHz

83%

30-40%

103%

83%

IBM Power 780 @ 4.1 GHz

80%

40-50%

100%

77%

IBM Power 795 @ 3.7 Ghz

77%

TBD2

105%

77%

IBM Power 795 @ 4.0 Ghz

71%

40-50%

103%

71%

IBM Power 795 @ 4.2 Ghz

70%

TBD2

100%

67%

IBM PS701/PS702 Blades

70%

30-40%

109%

50%

IBM PS703/PS704 Blades

86%

20-30%

106%

86%

Support Notes
1

Note that CPU frequencies in excess of 100% are not guaranteed. The actual maximum frequency in
Dynamic Power Saver Mode may vary based on environmental conditions, system configuration,
firmware version, component tolerances, and workload.
2
At the time of this publication, this data is not yet available. Please refer to a future version of this
document, the IBM Energy Estimator, or your IBM Sales & Support team.

Required Minimum Firmware and Software Levels (EM730)
Platform Firmware EM730
Active Energy Manager 4.3
IBM Director 6.2
HMC V7R7.3.0
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Release Level EM740
EnergyScale Parameters
Depending upon the Power savings setting selected, the maximum and minimum frequency of each
POWER7 core may change. For a definition of each setting, please refer to the EnergyScale Features
chapter earlier in this document. Note that processor power savings values below are statistical
representations, and may vary from system-to-system. All frequencies are relative to nominal
frequencies for a particular system.
Power Saver
Frequency
(fixed)

Power Saver
% Processor
Power Saved

Max DPS Frequency
(all sub-modes)1

Minimum DPS
Frequency
(all sub-modes)

IBM Power 710 (8231-E1C)

70%

20-30%

109%

50%

IBM Power 720 (8202-E4C)

70%

20-30%

109%

50%

IBM Power 730 (8231-E2C)

70%

20-30%

109%

50%

IBM Power 740 (8205-E6C)

70%

20-30%

109%

50%

IBM Power 770 (9117-MMC)
@ 3.304 GHz

97%

20-30%

110%

80%

IBM Power 770 (9117-MMC)
@ 3.724 GHz

86%

15-25%

105%

86%

IBM Power 780 (9179-MHC)
@ 3.444 GHz

83%

30-40%

110%

83%

IBM Power 780 (9179-MHC)
@ 3.920 GHz

81%

40-50%

101%

81%

Support Notes
1

Note that CPU frequencies in excess of 100% are not guaranteed. The actual maximum frequency in
Dynamic Power Saver Mode may vary based on environmental conditions, system configuration,
firmware version, component tolerances, and workload.

Required Minimum Firmware and Software Levels (EM740)
Platform Firmware EM740
Active Energy Manager 4.3
IBM Director 6.2
HMC V7R7.4.0
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Release Level EM760
EnergyScale Parameters
Depending upon the Power savings setting selected, the maximum and minimum frequency of each
POWER7 core may change. For a definition of each setting, please refer to the EnergyScale Features
chapter earlier in this document. Note that processor power savings values below are statistical
representations, and may vary from system-to-system. All frequencies are relative to nominal
frequencies for a particular system.
Power Saver
Frequency
(fixed)

Power Saver
% Processor
Power Saved

Max DPS Frequency
(all sub-modes)1

Minimum DPS
Frequency
(all sub-modes)

IBM Power + 770 (9119-MMD)
@ 3.808 GHz

70%

40-50%

113%

61%

IBM Power + 770 (9119-MMD)
@ 4.228 GHz

70%

40-50%

104%

55%

IBM Power + 780 (9179-MHD)
@ 3.724 GHz

70%

40-50%

111%

63%

IBM Power + 780 (9179-MHD)
@ 4.424 GHz

70%

40-50%

101%

53%

Support Notes
1

Note that CPU frequencies in excess of 100% are not guaranteed. The actual maximum frequency in
Dynamic Power Saver Mode may vary based on environmental conditions, system configuration,
firmware version, component tolerances, and workload.

Required Minimum Firmware and Software Levels (EM760)
Platform Firmware EM760
Active Energy Manager 4.3
IBM Director 6.2
HMC V7R7.6.0
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Release Level EM770
EnergyScale Parameters
Depending upon the Power savings setting selected, the maximum and minimum frequency of each
POWER7 core may change. For a definition of each setting, please refer to the EnergyScale Features
chapter earlier in this document. Note that processor power savings values below are statistical
representations, and may vary from system-to-system. All frequencies are relative to nominal
frequencies for a particular system.
Power
Saver
Frequen
cy
(fixed)

Power
Saver
%
Processor
Power
Saved

Max DPS
Frequency (all
sub-modes)1

Minimum
DPS
Frequency
(all submodes)

Idle Power Saver Mode
Supported

IBM Power + 710
(8231-E1D) and
7R1(8246-L1D) and
7R1(8246-L1T) @
3.612 GHz

70%

40-50%

111%

50%

Y – Enabled by Default

IBM Power+
710(8231-E1D) and
7R1(8246-L1D) and
7R1(8246-L1T)
@4.228GHz

70%

40-50%

107%

50%

Y – Enabled by Default

IBM Power+
710(8231-E1D) and
7R1(8246-L1D) and
7R1(8246-L1T)
@4.284GHz

70%

40-50%

105%

50%

Y – Enabled by Default

IBM Power+
720(8204-E4D)
@3.612GHz

70%

40-50%

111%

50%

Y – Enabled by Default

IBM Power+
730(8231-E2D) and
7R2(8246-L2D) and
7R2(8246-L2T)
@3.612GHz

70%

40-50%

111%

50%

Y – Enabled by Default

IBM Power+
730(8231-E2D) and
7R2(8246-L2D) and
7R2(8246-L2T)
@4.228GHz

70%

40-50%

107%

50%

Y – Enabled by Default

IBM Power+
730(8231-E2D)
@4.284GHz

70%

40-50%

105%

50%

Y – Enabled by Default

IBM Power+
730(8231-E2D)

70%

40-50%

105%

50%

Y – Enabled by Default
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Power
Saver
Frequen
cy
(fixed)

Power
Saver
%
Processor
Power
Saved

Max DPS
Frequency (all
sub-modes)1

Minimum
DPS
Frequency
(all submodes)

Idle Power Saver Mode
Supported

IBM Power+
740(8205-E6D)
@3.612GHz

70%

40-50%

111%

50%

Y – Enabled by Default

IBM Power+
740(8205-E6D)
@4.228GHz

70%

40-50%

107%

50%

Y – Enabled by Default

IBM Power+
740(8205-E6D)
@4.284GHz

70%

40-50%

105%

50%

Y – Enabled by Default

IBM Power+
750(8408-E8D)
@3.5GHz

70%

40-50%

112%

67%

Y

IBM Power+
750(8408-E8D)
@4.060GHz

70%

40-50%

109%

58%

Y

IBM Power+
760(9109-RMD)
@3.136GHz

75%

40-50%

110%

75%

Y

IBM Power+
760(9109-RMD)
@3.416GHz

70%

40-50%

110%

69%

Y

Pure Application
System (8278-3C2)
and (8278-3F2) and
(8278-3L2) and (82783S2) @3.612GHz

70%

40-50%

116%

50%

N

Pure Application
System (8278-3C2)
and (8278-3F2) and
(8278-3L2) and (82783S2) @4.088GHz

70%

40-50%

106%

50%

N

Pure Application
System (8278-3C2)
and (8278-3F2) and
(8278-3L2) and (82783S2) @4.116GHz

70%

40-50%

105%

50%

N

@4.312GHz

Support Notes
1

Note that CPU frequencies in excess of 100% are not guaranteed. The actual maximum frequency in
Dynamic Power Saver Mode may vary based on environmental conditions, system configuration,
firmware version, component tolerances, and workload.
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Required Minimum Firmware and Software Levels (EM770)
Platform Firmware EM770
Active Energy Manager 4.3
IBM Director 6.2
HMC V7R7.7.0
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Minimum Supported Operating Systems:
Compliant 1

Ready 2

Enabled 3

AIX®

5.3 TL9
6.1 TL2

5.3 TL9
6.1 TL2

5.3 TL9
6.1 TL2

SUSE Linux®

SLES10

SLES10

SLES11 SP1

Red Hat Enterprise Linux

RHEL5.5

RHEL5.5

RHEL6

6.1.1
6.1.1
7.1
1 – Operating systems that are EnergyScale “Compliant” support processor core nap and tolerate
power saver and power capping. These systems tolerate dynamic changes in processor speed, but are
generally unaware of them.
IBM i®

2 - Operating systems that are EnergyScale “Ready” support processor core nap, power saver and
power capping, and dynamic power savings. They are also aware of dynamic changes in processor
speed and are ready to support energy-aware applications. These systems generally provide both CPU
time and scaled CPU time in their system call interfaces.
3 – Operating systems that are EnergyScale “Enabled” are EnergyScale “Ready” and also have
performance and accounting tools that are aware of dynamic changes in processor speed. On these
systems, energy awareness extends throughout the operating system's commands and utilities.

Minimum Requirements for Processor Folding
Processor folding may only be enabled with folding-aware firmware and operating system levels. Refer
to the EnergyScale Processor Folding section for details about this function's implementation.
Firmware Level:

EM710

AIX®

5.3 technology level 9 and 6.1 technology level 2

IBM i®

6.1.1

Linux

SLES11 SP1 and RHEL6
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Appendix II: Estimating Total System
Power Saved
The amount of power that a system saves with the EnergyScale features varies based on configuration
and workload. The following is a guideline to estimating the amount of power that may be saved:
Step 1:
Determine the power usage for a specific system configuration by using the system power calculator
located at this url:
http://www.ibm.com/systems/support/tools/estimator/energy
Step 2:
Determine the power used by the processors.
For example, by adding/removing processors using the tool above, it may be shown that a 4.2 GHz
dual-core module consumes 268W.
Step 3:
Determine the power saved from power saver mode.
Assuming this system supports a 30% frequency drop for Power Saver Mode, this will save 20-30% of
processor power. This yields a savings between 50-80W per dual core module (DCM).
Step 4:
Determine the power saved from processor nap.
Processor nap saves roughly 15% of the processor power or an additional 10% if the system is in power
saver mode. Assuming that the system is in power saver mode and that the system is idle (all cores
napping), the per-DCM power savings is between 30-40% (80 – 107W).
Step 5:
Determine the power saved as a percentage of the total system power.
Assume we have a system with two DCMs that consumes 1032W while running a high stress
workload. If that workload is run with power saver mode enabled, the power usage will drop to
between 932W and 872W which is a 10-16% savings. If that system is idle and power saver mode is
enabled, the power usage will drop to between 872W and 818W. This is a 16-21% savings of the total
system power.
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Appendix III: Performance Analysis
The IBM performance team did an analysis on performance using the various power management
modes with three different workload types: standard transaction processing, compute-intensive, and
batch workloads. For results of this analysis, please refer to the “Power Management and Performance
on Power Systems” presentation, and the “EnergyScale Performance Characteristics for IBM Power
Systems” white paper.
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Appendix IV: Processor Usage and
Accounting
For historical reasons, process accounting charges and processor utilization are usually formulated in
terms of time. The processors used in early time-sharing computer systems were fixed-frequency and
single-threaded; processing capacity per unit of time was relatively constant. Consequently, it was
convenient to express process accounting charges in terms of processor time and processor utilization
as the percentage of time that the processor was not idle over an interval of interest.
With the introduction of multi-threaded processors (i.e. processors capable of executing multiple
programs simultaneously), it was no longer desirable to report processor utilization based on the
percentage of time that the processor was not idle. Consider a processor that supports 2-way
Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT). When both threads are idle, utilization should be 0%. When
both threads are not idle, utilization should be 100% When one thread is idle and the other is not idle,
there are several options:
1. Treat the processor as idle (0% utilization). This is obviously wrong, as the process is
consuming more than 50% of the processing capacity.
2. Continue to treat the processor as not idle and charge the process with 100% of the time (100%
utilization). This is a little better than the first option, but it causes utilization to be overreported since it does not recognize the capacity available in the idle thread. The process is also
significantly over-charged compared to when it shares the processor with another process.
3. Treat processor threads as individual processors, charging the process with 100% of the time
and reporting processor-thread based utilization (50% utilization). This causes utilization to be
under-reported because SMT efficiencies are much less than 100%, that is, the not idle thread
typically represents only 15%-30% additional capacity. The process is also significantly overcharged compared to when it shares the processor with another process.
To address this problem, the Processor Utilization Resource Register (PURR) was introduced on
POWER5TM for the purpose of apportioning processor time among the processor’s threads. The PURR
is defined such that ∑ (∆PURR) = ∆TIME over any interval. PURR ticks are apportioned among the
processor threads based on relative instruction rate, so it is an indication of the relative processor
capacity used by each thread. By expressing processor utilization as the ratio of not idle PURR ticks to
available time and by expressing process accounting in terms of PURR ticks, the historical definition
and relationship between processor utilization and process accounting was maintained.
IBM POWER6TM and POWER7TM processor-based systems with EnergyScale employ variable
processor speed technology to dynamically optimize the speed and energy usage of the processor to the
demand of the workload. Because the PURR ticks at a constant rate independent of processor speed,
PURR-based processor utilization remains a useful and accurate metric, but PURR-based process
accounting charges can vary depending on processor speed. To address this problem, the IBM
POWER6 processor included a new per-thread processor timekeeping facility to normalize the
relationship between processor time and processor speed.12 The new facility was named the Scaled
12 Patent pending. Docket number AUS920060665US1 - Method and apparatus for frequency independent processor
utilization recording register in a simultaneously multi-threaded processor.
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Processor Utilization Resource Register (SPURR), and it represented processor time at nominal (i.e.
100%) speed.13 The SPURR was primarily intended to improve process accounting consistency, but it
can also be used in conjunction with the PURR in processor speed and capacity calculations. For
example, a SPURR to PURR percentage of 85% indicates that the processor operated at 85% nominal
speed over a sample interval.
While the PURR and SPURR provide the information necessary to measure accurate processor
utilization and to perform consistent process accounting in the variable processor speed environment,
they do not address the ambiguity of CPU time in the historical context. Simply stated, whether a CPU
time value in a legacy software interface should represent PURR-based CPU time or SPURR-based
CPU time is open to some interpretation. There is no single best choice to handle all cases, and in fact,
the issue has not been uniformly addressed by all operating systems or even among versions of the
same system. There is general agreement that SPURR-based process accounting is preferable to
PURR-based accounting, since the results are more consistent across EnergyScale modes and within
modes that vary the processor speed dynamically. This is particularly true for POWER7, which can
operate across a wider range of processor speeds than POWER6. Refer to Appendix I, "Minimum
Supported Operating Systems" for more information about EnergyScale support in AIX, IBM i, and
Linux.

13 When the POWER6 processor is operating at full speed, the PURR and SPURR tick in lockstep; when the POWER6
processor is operating at reduced speed, the SPURR ticks slower than the PURR; when the POWER6 processor is
operating in excess of full speed, the SPURR ticks faster than the PURR.
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Appendix V: Resources
Active Energy Manager:
v4.x: http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/software/director/aem/
AIX:
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/pseries/v6r1/index.jsp
(Search for "spurr" to discover references regarding enablement in APIs and/or tools)
IBM i:
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/iseries/v6r1m0/index.jsp
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/iseries/v7r1m0/index.jsp
(Search for “Energy management”, “Processor folding”, “Scaled processor time attribute”,
“Processor time”, “Scaled processor time”, “Processor utilized time”, “Processor scaled utilized
time”,“Processor interrupt time”, “Processor scaled interrupt time”, “Processor stolen time”,
“Processor scaled stolen time”, “Processor donated time”, “Processor scaled donated time”,
“Processor idle time”, “Processor scaled idle time”)
IBM Director:
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/software/director/
IBM Director Information Center:
Director v6.x: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/eserver/swic.html
Active Energy Manager: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/director/v6r2x/index.jsp?
topic=/com.ibm.director.aem.helps.doc/frb0_main.html
EnergyScale:
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/software/energy/about.html
IBM EnergyScale for POWER6 Processor-Based Systems:
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/hardware/whitepapers/energyscale.html
EnergyScale Performance Characteristics for IBM Power Systems White Paper:
http://www.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?
infotype=SA&subtype=WH&appname=STGE_PO_PO_USEN&htmlfid=POW03042USEN&at
tachment=POW03042USEN.PDF
Power Systems:
http://www.ibm.com/systems/power
IBM Systems Workload Estimator:
http://www.ibm.com/systems/support/tools/estimator/
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IBM Systems Energy Estimator:
http://www.ibm.com/systems/support/tools/estimator/energy
System Power Calculators:
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/systems/scope/hw/topic/iphdl/systemcalculators.htm
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